Introduction
The slot coupled TEM ine has been employed at CERN1 as a pick up electrode in the GHz range. It is a compact and broad band device, and will be quite attractive if the coupling efficiency is competitive with an array of quarter wave loops.2 In this paper, we study various properties of such a structure. Fig. 1 (2) where d is the spacing between slots. We assume now that the pickup line is terminated properly at both ends to avoid reflections. The voltage induced in the line of length L is To compare with experiments, it is convenient to introduce the pickup impedance Zp as 
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For a rectangular aperture the electric and magnetic polarizabilities are am = .216 w 2 + .044 w , ae = 2jwQ 2 (7)
In the above, w and 9Q are the lengths of the aperture along the direction transverse to and parallel to the beam direction, respectively.
III. A 50-Slot Coupler
We have built and tested a model coupler shown in Fi g. 2. The dimensions in the figure are in cm. Two pickup lines, top and bottom, are coupled to the rectangular beam pipe. Pickup response of up to 50 slots was measured.
Let us first compute the theoretical prediction. In the model, the slot width w is made large to increase the coupling. Therefore the quantity 1/D2 varies over the slot aperture.
In the present 
Here f is the frequency in GHz, N is the number of the slots exposed.
Tests carried out using a modulated electron beam at ANL7 showed the expected dependence on frequency and on the number of slots exposed as given by Eq. (10). In particular, the maximum response for 50 slots appeared around 3 GHz, to be compared with Eq. (10) which has a peak at 3.4 GHz. However the first minimum was at 4.6 GHz, instead of 6 GHz, indicating a considerable dispersion in the slotted line.
The experiment lacked a calibration of overall response sensitivity because of the severe beam divergence. Thus the coefficient in Eq. (10) could not be compared directly with experiment.
The amount of the phase velocity change was measured by another experiment in which the pickup line is coupled to another identical line. Measurement of the phase lag shows a dispersion Of ABL from AaL = .04 at f = 1 GHz to ASL = .065 at 3 GHz. This is in reasonable agreement with Eq. (9) considering the crude nature of the approximations.
Finally the pickup response was also measured by replacing the beam by a 0.050" diameter wire. We obtained a maximum Zp 43 Q at 2.75 GHz to be compared with the prediction of Eq. (10) which gives 56.0 Q . There are many possible reasons for this discrepancy. In particular, the wire may not behave the same as the beam current.
IV. Optimization
The factor sine/e in Eq. (3) is maximum when vL = v.
On the otherhand, the factor -2 then becomes very small for a realivistic beam. Therefore the optimization of the coupler parameters needs to be studied more carefully. A pickup device based on the slot coupled TEM line is attractive because of the structural simplicity, especially at higher frequencies where the system of the loop couplers becomes very intricate. Optimization of the theoretical response formula of the slot-coupled device indicates that its coupling could be made comparable to the loop couplers.
However, as one increases the size of the slot to increase the coupling, the slot-loaded TEM line be- (12) comes dispersive because the simple derivation based on Bethe's theory fails. Dispersion is apparent in our model coupler.
More information on line dispersion is needed to proceed with design optimization. (13) where x is the free-space wavelength. For a given velocity mismatch x, the maximum value of u is 
